Abstract-A large contributor to the growing Internet traffic is user generated content shared via online social networking websites. Our insight is that these websites can reveal valuable information that can be used in content delivery networks for better caching and pre-fetching performance. In this paper, we combine five different datasets from Twitter and other sources, and make several observations that can lead to helpful heuristics for better content placement. In particular, we study the temporal growth and decay, the geographical spread, and the social spread, of topics on the social network. We also describe in detail our methodologies for data collection, that can be useful for other researchers working in this space as well. In the future, we will use these observations to design heuristics for improved CDN performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet traffic has increased manifold in the last few years. Consumer traffic largely composed of User generated Content (UGC), uploaded and accessed via online social networking websites, is growing at an impressive rate of 36% per year [1] . Access bandwidth however remains the bottleneck, and a key challenge for edge ISPs therefore is to efficiently manage and distribute the content with least investment in upgrading their infrastructure. Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) are seen as primary vehicles to help service providers in this regard, by pre-fetching and caching content likely to be demanded by their customers [2] , [3] . Prior work on caching and prefetching in CDNs relies on local demand patterns to predict future content demand, but the changing nature of content from broadcast to UGC indicates that different mechanisms may be needed for more accurate placement prediction of user generated content [4] . In this paper, we aim to study three predictors, namely geographical, temporal, and social graph indicators of UGC, and determine their potential to design efficient content distribution strategies. We believe that our study will also assist in the design of better recommender systems, and reveal interesting patterns about the spread of topics discussed on online social networking websites.
Our key contributions in this paper are as follows:
1) We explain the challenges in collecting and mining large datasets, and describe our approach to address these challenges. 2) We combine information from 5 different datasets that we will eventually make public. 3) We study the geographical, temporal, and social characteristics of topic spread within the Twitter OSN, and show their potential in inventing better content placement algorithms. The roadmap of this paper is as follows: We first describe several available datasets and their limitations. Second, we explain the challenges we faced in collecting missing information of the available datasets. Third, we describe three predictors of topic spread and their usefulness in predicting the popularity of topics for better content placement.
II. RELATED WORK
There are numerous studies on the analysis of large datasets from Twitter, Facebook and Youtube [5] - [10] . Our study differs in the extensiveness of the Twitter datasets we combine: We analyze the spread of topics across time, across the geographical location of the users, and across the social network graph of these users. To the best of our knowledge, no other prior work has examined topic spread across all these dimensions. Our work also differs in the technique we use to identify the topic of the tweets: We use OpenCalais on a large dataset -given the ease of use of the open service, our method can be used by other researchers for semantic analysis of tweets and other online content.
The use of online social networking information to aid content distribution further situates our work in its own niche. Earlier studies on content distribution mechanisms have focused on static [11] , [12] and dynamic replication techniques [13] - [16] . These works formalized the content replica placement as a complex combinatorial problem and proved it to be NPhard. However, none focused on the use of social network information to mine dynamic patterns of topic spread, and use it for content placement.
III. DATASETS
We next describe various datasets we used, and their individual limitations.
A. Available datasets
Two large Twitter datasets exist in the public domain. The SNAP dataset [17] crawled between June 11, 2009 to September 1, 2009 has 196 million tweets. Along with the tweet content, the SNAP dataset also provides the screen name of each Twitter user, and the creation times of tweets posted by the users. The second dataset is from KAIST [18] , and provides complementary information to the SNAP dataset: it contains nearly the complete social network graph of Twitter 
B. Limitations
Since the SNAP and KAIST datasets overlap in time, they can potentially be combined together to yield both the social network as well as the tweets posted by the users. This is important for our analysis since we want to study how topics spread on the social network. Second, none of the datasets provide the geographical location of Twitter users. This is again important for us because we want to study how topics spread across geography, and eventually also use the geographical distribution of users to determine the density of CDN caches that service providers would need to deploy. Third, we need to identify the broad topic or event to which a tweet belongs, so that we can look at a granular spread of topics geographically and on the social network. We next describe how we overcame these limitations by combining the different datasets, and enhancing them with information collected from other sources.
IV. DATA EXTRACTION
Since both the SNAP and KAIST datasets lack geographic information of users and topics of the tweet, we queried the Twitter website for user information, used the Yahoo Geo API to obtain geographic information, and the OpenCalais web service to get topic information. Thus, we effectively made use of 5 datasets, by combining the SNAP and KAIST data with Twitter user information, Yahoo Geo API, and OpenCalais. We next outline the methodology adopted by us to extract this information.
A. Geographical Information
We wanted to find the geographical locations of Twitter users. We therefore queried Twitter to get user profile information, and then used the Yahoo Geo API to find the precise latitude and longitude information of the given location. Details of our data collection methodology are mentioned below.
1) Querying for the location of Twitter users:
The SNAP dataset provided us with the Screen Name of each Twitter user. We then used the Twitter API to find the location given by users in their profile information. We obtained the details of ∼7.39M Twitter users, which comprise 75.4% of all Twitter user accounts in our dataset. The remaining users had either deleted their accounts, or had been banned by Twitter.
2) Rate Limiting by Twitter:
We used a white-listed Twitter account that was allowed to execute up to 20,000 queries per hour from Twitter. We ran multiple instances of our crawler to pipeline the requests and launch queries at the maximum allowed rate limit.
3) Parsing of location information provided by Twitter users:
We observed that only 61% of all ∼7.39M users in our dataset supplied their location information. No common format was used though. Therefore, we first converted all the extracted locations into a common format as a pair of latitude and longitude coordinates, and then we reverseconverted the coordinates to a triplet of city, state and country. We considered options of Yahoo! PlaceFinder [19] , Google Geocoding [20] and the Mapquest Geocoding APIs [21] to geocode the extracted locations. Since Yahoo provided the maximum free rate limit of 50,000 requests per IP addresses/day, we used it to geocode all locations. After this pre-processing, the top 10 countries identified in our dataset in decreasing order were USA, Brazil, UK, Canada, Germany, Indonesia, Netherlands, Australia, India and France. Table II summarizes the statistics regarding geographical location of Twitter users.
B. Topic Extraction
We wanted to determine the topics of all tweets to analyze how topics spread geographically, temporally, and via the Twitter social network. With ∼196M tweets in our dataset, it was imperative to use automated topic detection tools. Although the "hashtags" nested inside tweets do indicate the topic, but not all tweets contain hashtags. We first pruned our tweet dataset, and then ran a topic identification tool on the tweets. During the pruning stage, we discarded a few tweets of length less than 5 characters, non-English tweets, and those posted by users whose accounts were no longer available on Twitter. Statistics of this pruning exercise are given in Table  III .
We then compared four publicly available online topic detection tools: OpenCalais [22] , Alchemy [23] , Yahoo Term Extractor [24] and Zemanta [25] . Since OpenCalais allowed the maximum number of queries per day, we decided to use it for topic identification.
OpenCalais is a Reuter's web service that takes unstructured text as input, and uses machine learning techniques to extract tags and entities automatically from the text. OpenCalais classifies the tags and entities into 38 general categories, and gives a description of each tag and its relevance score (0-1). In this paper, we assume that each distinct tag or entity returned by OpenCalais is a separate topic.
With even 50,000 requests per day, OpenCalais would require more than 3,000 days to obtain topics for the entire dataset of tweets. We handled this by bundling several tweets together when passing them on to OpenCalais. Although the bundling would reduce the time for extraction of topics, but bundling would also change the context and meaning of individual tweets. Therefore, topics returned by OpenCalais for bundled inputs could differ from topics returned for individual tweets. To determine the correct balance, we randomly selected a subset of 25,000 tweets and invoked the OpenCalais API for input lengths of sizes 100K, 80K, 60K, 40K, 20K, 10K, 5K, 3K, 2K, and 1K. This comparison of various input lengths is given in Fig. 1 . We plot the following quantities: 1) Percentage of topics returned by OpenCalais when tweets are bundled, compared to topics returned with no bundling. 2) Percentage of the average relevance value of topics returned by OpenCalais when tweets are bundled, compared to the average relevance with no bundling. 3) Expected time to extract topics, as a percentage of the maximum time taken when topics are extracted for individual tweets (estimated as 2976 days to extract topics for the the complete dataset of tweets). Fig. 1 shows that as the length of OpenCalais input decreases, the coverage and relevance of topics returned by OpenCalais increases, with a proportional increase in the time taken to extract the topics. We therefore had to choose an optimum value of input length that would minimize the topic identification time and maximize the topic coverage of the tweets in the bundle. On the basis of the above plot, we chose an input length of 40K, that would give a topic coverage of ∼94.31% and complete the extraction process in 2 weeks. Overall, we found 39 million URLs and 7.5 million unique topics from OpenCalais. Table IV shows the top topic entry of for each category as defined by OpenCalais.
V. TOPIC SPREAD
We next outline the geographical, temporal, and social spread of topics, and describe UGC placement strategies that could benefit from this information.
A. Spatial/Geographical
We first use the geographical location information of each twitter account to study how topics spread geographically over time. As an example, using tool given in [26] , Fig. 2 plots the location of tweets relating to Michael Jackson's death, which occurred at 2:26 PM PDT. As can be seen, interest in the topic grows over time, but peaks at different times in different countries. This is likely to be related to the time difference across various zones, which we confirmed next. Fig. 3 shows separately the normalized count of tweets sent by users from India and USA. The time lag of peaks in the two countries differs by five hours. 2:26 PM PDT when the event occurred, was past midnight in India. Indians began tweeting about the event when they woke up the next day. This heuristic can be easily used to predict content demand in different time zones. 
Conclusion: The time lag of topic spread between the site of event occurrence and different time-zones of the world, can be used to replicate UGC pro-actively before the arrival of content demand from these locations.

B. Temporal Classification
We next study how topic popularity changes over time. By studying 150 most popular topics, we show that topics can be broadly classified along 4 axis: periodicity, stability, growth rate, and decay rate. Each class would require different content placement strategies, and we believe that semantic analysis of hashtags and tweets can indicate which class a particular topic would belong to.
1) Periodic vs Aperiodic:
A few topics are periodic and gain popularity at regular intervals. Fig. 4 shows instances of a few periodic topics. We further classify periodic topics as geography-independent and geographydependent periodic topics. The topic (#followfriday) as shown in Fig. 4a repeats globally on weekends and is not confined to a particular geography, whereas the topic in Fig. 4b corresponding to the topic "Independence Day" repeats over time but confines itself to two different geographies (U.S. and India Fig. 5 shows examples of a few ephemeral and stable topics. The first topic corresponds to the event of "Bill Clinton went to North Korea to Seek Release of U.S. Reporters" and the second topic corresponds to the "Iran Election" whose popularity spans for more then 2 months in our dataset.
Conclusion: Content placement strategies should take into account the stability of topics to determine which content to evict from caches and which content to retain. 3) Slow vs Sharp Growing Topics: Based on the growth rate of topic popularity, we see that some topics become popular gradually. These topics typically include scheduled events that people already know about, so the rate of tweets rises gradually and the topics finally attain maximum popularity closer to the event dates. On the other hand, unscheduled events gain popularity sharply, and may even causes flash crowds. Fig. 6a shows an example of a gradually growing topic which corresponds to the release of a movie "G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra", whereas Fig. 6b shows an example of a sharply growing topic corresponding to the "death of Michael Jackson". in growth rate, topics also exhibit different decay profiles. In case some events follow the main event, the decay is gradual. Fig. 6a shows an example of a slowly decaying topic about a movie; a number of spikes are also observed on the weekends. Some other topics on the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5a , decay sharply and die out soon after the event.
Conclusion: The decay rate of the topics can assist in content replacement to either uphold or delete content at CDN servers.
C. Social Network
We next wish to determine if the spread of topics on the social network indicates any patterns that can be used to predict content demand. We examine popular topics and niche topics separately, and use a metric for social cohesion defined as the ratio of the number of follower relations that exist between UGC producers of that topic and the maximum possible follower relations that could exist between them = 2 x 2 . We identify niche topics as those of interest to a small segment of users, ie. topics having a small number of users and comprising the long tail. We select 500 niche topics manually from our topics database. Fig. 7 plots a graph between the count of users for a topic versus the social cohesion value of that topic. We observe that as the number of users talking about a certain topic increases, the number of social relations that exist between these users decreases. Thus we can say that as we move from popular to niche topics, the social cohesion values increase. This has direct implications on content placement strategies: The social network of niche content producers can be used to predict users who would be interested in the topic, and consequently the locations of these users can reveal the geographies where demand would arise in the future. Thus, the social network information of UGC producers can help decide UGC placement strategies.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe how geographical, temporal, and social characteristics of UGC spread can be obtained from online social networking websites, and potentially used for better content caching and placement strategies. In particular, we identified different classes of temporal growth patterns of UGC, we noticed that UGC popularity peaks at different times in different time zones, and that social cohesion among users interested in topics is greater for niche topics as compared to popular topics. These cues can be used to design content placement heuristics such as the following: use semantic information about the topic to assess what class the temporal growth of the topic would belong, use time-zone information to predict when a particular content would become popular in some other country, and use social network predictors for niche content in priority to geographical predictors. We also described several challenges we faced in collecting datasets from social networking websites, and described our methodology to address these challenges. We are currently running more extensive tests to confirm our hypotheses about geographical, temporal, and social predictors for content distribution. We will then subsequently design distributed algorithms that can coordinate the placement of UGC on content delivery networks.
